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QUASICONFORMAL MAPPINGS AND

SETS OF FINITE PERIMETER(i)

BY

JAMES C. KELLY

ABSTRACT.   Let  D  be a domain in  R   ,  n > 2,  f a quasiconformal map-

ping on D.   We give a definition of bounding surface of codimension one lying

in  D, and show that, given a system 2  of such surfaces, the image of the

restriction of / to "almost every" surface is again a surface.   Moreover, on

these surfaces, / takes  H  ~     (Hausdorff  (n — l)-dimensional) null sets to

H  ~     null sets.   "Almost every" surface is given a precise meaning via the

concept of the module of a system of measures, a generalization of the concept

of extremal length.

1.  Introduction.   A homeomorphism / of a domain  D  in  R",  n > 2, is K-

quasiconformal, K > I, if the double inequality

M(T)/K < M(r') < KM(T)

holds for every curve family T in  D.   Here  T   is the image curve family, and

M (r)  is the «-modulus, in the sense of Fuglede, of the system of measures

obtained by restricting Hausdorff one-dimensional measure  H     to each curve

y in r (see 2.3).

Suppose  / is   K-quasiconformal for some  K, and  T  is a family of rectifi-

able curves in  D.   According to a theorem of Fuglede (applicable in a wider

context, actually), there exists  FQ C T,  M (Tg) = 0, such that if y £ r\rn, then

the restriction of  / to y is  H     absolutely continuous, and y   is rectifiable

(see 2.6).

Our concern here is with the validity of an inequality of the above type for

systems  2 of bounding surfaces, where, for each 2, the corresponding system

of measures is obtained by restricting Hausdorff (tz - l)-dimensional measure

H"~      to each member o.   An analogous double inequality is valid (Theorem

6.6), and follows easily from a result in the spirit of the above theorem of Fuglede.
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Specifically, for a lying outside some exceptional subsystem Sn, we show (i)

o = fo is a surface, and (ii) an integral transformation formula is valid for the

restriction of / to o (Theorems 6.3, 6.A).

We take a surface o to be the topological boundary  dE  of E, where

H"~  [dE] < oo, and dE  satisfies a certain cone condition at every point (Defini-

tion 6.1).   This definition includes  C    manifolds without boundary, and bound-

ing polyhedral surfaces.

A consequence of the definition is that E  has finite perimeter.   Thus a very

general version of the Gauss-Green Theorem, due  to Fédérer, is our starting point

(see 3-2).   Later, we use certain integral transformation formulae involving

Lipschitz mappings which are also due to Fédérer.

As a final note, we give an integral transformation formula for the restric-

tion of / to almost every level surface  zz-   it), u belonging to a certain class

of real valued functions (Theorem 6.10).   Here, / need only be an  ACL    homeo-

morphism (see 2.4).   The result follows directly from some results of Ziemer.

The author wishes to take this opportunity to acknowledge his feelings of

good fortune in being able to claim William P. Ziemer as both thesis adviser

and friend.

2.  Preliminaries.

2.1.   Notation.    R     will denote the real numbers, R     its two point compac-

tification.   For tz > 2,  R" is Tz-dimensional Euclidean space with the standard

basis  e., e2'° ' ' ' e  '   The vector x in  R"  is represented relative to this basis

by the TZ-tuple  (x. ,■••, x ).   The inner product (x, y) of x  and y  is  2"_.x y .,

where x =.(x   , • • • , x  ), y = (y., ■ • • , y  ).   |x| = (x, x) 2  is the norm of x.

L is used for TZ-dimensional Lebesgue measure, H for ze-dimensional

Hausdorff measure. (Only integral values of k will be of concern here. In

particular, H" = L   .)   Each of these measures is complete.

For A C R", </> one of these measures, define c/> | A, the restriction of c/>

to A, by cp | A (V) = <p(A n Y),   Y Ç R".   All (¿-measurable sets are  cf, |A-mea-

surable.   For /: A —> R", we will say that / is «¿-absolutely continuous if /

takes  </> | A  null sets to <tj|/(A)  null sets.   crS-almost everywhere is abbre-

viated dj-a.e.

A  and dA  denote, respectively, the complement and topological boundary

of A.   B (x, r)  is the closed ball of radius r centered at x,   5 (x, r) = dB (x, r).

ÍÍ(tz)  is the  L     measure of ß (0, 1),  tu      ,   is the   H"~     measure of  5(0, 1).
n *    "     tz— 1 '

Whenever A   is   L   -measurable,   1 < p < oo,  L,     (A)  is the class of real
7! '       — r loc

valued  L   -measurable functions g  such that  Igl^  is locally integrable over

A.  Lp(A)  is the subclass for which  ||g||    = (fA \g\pdL)l/p < «,.
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The letter D  will always denote a domain in  R", and f : D —> D   always

means /': D — R",   D' = f(D).

2.2.   The module of a system of measures.    Let m be the system of Borel

measures on  Rn, and let E  be a subsystem of m.   For p £ E, the symbol p A p

indicates that p: R" —> R     is a nonnegative Borel function such that   fpdp> 1.

The symbol p A E  then means that p A p fot every p £ E.    For 0 < p < 00, the

p-module M  (E)  of the system E  is defined as

(E) = ini(f[p]pdLn; p A E \.

It is customary to omit the index when p = n.

A statement concerning a system  E  of measures is said to be true for M  -

almost every  (M   -a.e.) measure p  in  E  if the subsystem  E„  of E  for which the

statement is not true satisfies  M AeA = 0.   The system  EQ  is then termed

p-exceptional.

Proofs of the following elementary properties of the p-module may be found

in [5].

(i)  M^EjKM^E.,) if Ex CE2.

(ii)  MpiE) < I" j MpiEt)  ii E = U~ , Er
(iii)   If p  is the completion of p, and  L  (A) = 0, then piA) = 0 for M  -a.e.

p. e%.

(iv)   If  11/. — / II   —►  0 on R", then there is a subsequence  /,-.  such that

f\fi- - f\dp -* 0  for Mp-a.e. p £%.

2.3. Quasiconformal mappings.   A curve  y  in  R"  is a nonconstant continu-

ous mapping of the (open, half-open, or closed) unit interval  (0, 1)  into  R".

Letting  |y| = y((0, 1)), we specify a Borel measure  p     on  R"  by setting pyiB)

a fN[y\y~   (B D \y\), y]dH y  for every Borel set  B.   Here  y|   denotes restric-

tion, and N [y, y]  is the cardinality of y~   \y\.   y is said to lie in the domain  D

if  \y\CD.

If r is a curve family in  D, and / : D —» D', let  V' = \f ° y; y e TS-   Also

denote by  T and T   the corresponding systems of measures formed in the above

manner.   The modulus of Y, M (D, is then defined according to 2.2 (for p = n).

A homeomorphism /: D —> D   is called K-quasiconformal, K > 1, if the

double inequality  M (D/K < M (F ) < KM iT)     holds for every curve family  V in

D.   The mapping / is quasiconformal if it is K-quasiconformal for some  K.   If

/ is  K-quasiconformal, so is / ~   .   We refer to [14], and [7], along with [8], for

basic theorems concerning quasiconformal mappings.

2.4. ACL     mappings.    Let Q = \x £ R"; a . < x   < b \ be a closed Tz-interval,

and let  P.: R" —» R"~     be the projection mapping given by  P ix) = x - x e .
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A continuous mapping  /: Q —» Rm,   m > 1, is called absolutely continuous on

lines in  Q  if   is  ACL in   Q) if, for   Ln_ra.e.   y   £ P¿Q,   i = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n,  f is  Hl-

absolutely continuous on  y x [a., &•], and the   H    measure of the image is finite.

For  U open, / is ACL in  U if / is  ACL in  Q for each  2 in  U.   f is  ACLf in

17 if, in addition, the partial derivatives of /,   df1, which exist  L   -a.e., belong

to L?   ((/).loc

Suppose this to be. the case.   A standatd smoothing technique then provides

a sequence   \f   j00   ,   of functions infinitely differentiable on   U such that  /    —' /
^ ' 777    777= 1 ' ' m '

compact-uniformly, and the partial derivatives of /     approach the partial deriva-

tives of  / in   L     on every compact subset.

For x in (J such that the n x m matrix df ix) = id.f'ix)) exists, \df ix)\ is

the maximum of |z//(x)(zz)| over all unit vectors a, lidfix)) the minimum. When

77Z = n,  Jix, f) = detidfix)).

2.5-   Analytic characterization of K-quasiconformal mappings.   The following

theorem gives an alternate characterization of a K-quasiconformal mapping (see

[14, p. 115]).

2.5.1. Theorem.   A homeomorphism f : D —> D   is K-quasiconformal if and only

if the following conditions hold:

(i)   / is ACL in D,

(ii)   / is differentiable  L  -a.e.  in  D,

(iii)   \dj(x)\"/K< \j(x, f)\ < Kl(df(x))" for Ln-a.e.  x  in D.

2.5.2. According to [13], conditions (i) and (ii) can be replaced by the single

condition that  / be  ACL    in  D.   An arbitrary  ACL     mapping satisfying the left

half of (iii) above is called a mapping of bounded distortion.   If, in addition, / is a

homeomorphism, then  / is   K.-quasiconformal, where   K   = K"~  .

2.6.   Lower dimensional absolute continuity properties of quasiconformal

mappings.   The notion of the modulus of a curve family can be used to extend the

idea of a function being ACL   (see [12, p. 14]).   Thus the following special case

of a theorem due to Fuglede says that a quasiconformal mapping is more than  ACL

(see [5, pp. 216-218]).

2.6.1. Theorem.   Let f : D —» D   be quasiconformal.   If T is a family of rectifi-

able curves in  D, then there exists  TQ Ç F, M (F0) = 0, such that for y £ r\rn,

y' is rectifiable, and the restriction of f to  y is /Y '-absolutely continuous.

2.6.2. Using an extension of an argument of Gehring for the case  n = 2, k = 1,

Agard has shown [2] that a quasiconformal mapping  / satisfies a ze-dimensional

analogue of the   ACL property.   Precisely, if   Q = Qx x Q2  is a closed 7z-interval,
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where   (3,   and  Q    ate respectively,  ¿-and   (tz - ¿)-dimensional, then the restric-

tion of / to  Q. x y  is   H -absolutely continuous for   L      ,-a.e.  y £ Q2, and for

such y, Hk[f(Qx x y)]<<*>.

3.   ACL    homeomorphisms and sets of finite perimeter.   After defining a set

of finite perimeter in 3-2, we then consider the image of such a set under an  ACL

homeomorphism.   For  n   = n/(n — 1) we show in Theorem 3.3-3 that the image of

M ,-a.e. set of finite perimeter is also of finite perimeter.   As will be seen, the

crucial property of such mappings is their L  -absolute continuity, a result due to

Reshetnyak [ll].

In the same paper, Reshetnyak has also established a result analogous to

3.3.3 in case each set  E    of finite perimeter has the form  E   = jx; $ (x) > t\, sub-

ject to certain restrictions on  $.   Kopylov [9] has given a method of constructing

a quasiconformal mapping of   B (0, 1) onto itself in   R     for which a set of finite

perimeter is taken to a set of infinite perimeter.   Thus some type of quantifying

subfamily is necessaty.

3.1.   Though we shall be interested primarily in the case   k = n — 1   in what

follows, some general notation is now introduced.

For  1 < k < tz, AkR" is the set of ¿-vectors of   R";   AkR", the dual of the ¿-

vectors,  is   the  set  of ¿-covectors of   R".   In particular, A XR" = R", A   R" = R  .

Let  A (tz, k) be the set of increasing maps of  \l, ■ ■ ■ , k\ into  \l , ■ ■ ■ , n\.   For

À £ A (n, k), let  À (/') = i., so that   !<?x=e.   A e .   A   • • • A e .   j constitutes the

standard basis of   A, R".   Let   \e   \ be the dual basis.   We regard   A^R" and

A   R" as having the standard euclidean inner product  (  , ) with respect to these

bases, with the corresponding euclidean norm   |  |.   If   a = a   /\ ■ • ■ A ay  is a ¿-

vector, then the lineat subspace of  R" spanned by   ax, . ■ • , a^ is the ¿-space of a.

Suppose   L: R" —> Rm  is linear.   We suggestively replace   L with the symbol

Aj L, and then let   AfeL denote the induced linear mapping of   AkR"  to   A^Rm

given by   f\k L (ex) = L (e.  ) A • • • A L (e¿  ), A in   A (tz, k).   If   U is open in   R",

and  g: U —> Rm  is such that  dg (x) is defined for some fixed  x in   11, we let

f\,dg(x, a) denote the induced mapping of ¿-vectors evaluated at the ¿-vector   a,

and  ]kg(x) the maximum absolute value over all unit ¿-vectors   a.   In particular

then, whenever   m = n,   A    dg (x,  a) = ] ix, g)a   fot every rz-vector   a, so that

/„g(*)= l/(*. *)|.
A differential ¿-form  co on   U, or simply ¿-form, is a mapping  u>: U —»A   R".

CAiU,  A   R") denotes those ¿-fotms on   U which have compact support, and

whose cootdinate functions ate   CT fot evety   r> 1,

If a> = 2oj> e    is a ¿-form on   U, then  doj is the   (¿ + l)-form on   U given by

doj = 2doA A  ex.   If  g: II —' R"  is such that  dgix) is defined for every  x  in   U,
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and   £  is a ¿-form on   R", then  g  £ is the ¿-form on   U for which (g  £ix), a) =

ÜC °g)ix), i\kdgix, a)) for every ¿-vector   a.   If g is   C2  on   U, then zi ig  £) =

gHd£).
For k = n - 1, we write e., instead of e^, where À in A (tz, tz - 1) is such

that i is not in the image of À. Thus e.t = e x A • • • A e{_ x f\ e.+J A • • • A en-

When  k = n, the basis element of  A    R"  is denoted by   e   = e   A <?2 A • ■ • A e  •

If  <d is an  (tz - 1 )-form on   (7,   ||&>||     = sup ! |oj (x)|; x in   U\.

We use   * to denote the norm-preserving linear mapping from  A , R"  onto

An_,R" given by   *e. = (- If' le.,.

3.2.   We now define a set of finite perimeter, and state the Gauss-Green

Theorem.

Suppose   E in   R"  is an   L  -measurable set.   Then  n (F, x) in  5(0, 1) is the

exterior unit normal to  E at  x  if, for

B+(x, r)  = B(x, r) c\\y;(y-x, niE, x))>0|,

B_(x, r) = Bix, r) C\ \y;(y - x, niE, x))<0],

L  [E H B   (x, r)] L  [F n B.(x, r)]
.. 77 - . rz + 1
lim  -   =  iim - = — .
7--0 Qin)r" r-0 n(Tz)r" 2

Those points for which such an exterior unit normal exists is called the reduced

boundary of   E, denoted   ßiE).   Clearly  ßiE)CdE.

3.2.1. Definition.   The   L  -measurable set  E is said to have finite perimeter,

or be of finite perimeter, if H"~   [ßiE)] < oc.

Whenever  £ has finite perimeter, ßiE) is   iH"~  , n - 1) rectifiable, which

means there exists countably many Lipschitz mappings   if/.: K. —> R",   K   C R"~

compact, such that if/^Kl) O tf/.ÍKj) =  0, i / j, f/"" ![/S (E)\lJ7=1<Az(K¿)] = 0 (see

[3, 3.2.18, 4.1.28,4.5.6]).

If  </> is a Borel measure on   R",  a £ Rn, the k-dimensional upper and lower

densities of  (/>  at  a ate  given by

ö**(<p, a) = lim sup ñ(¿)- Xr~kcf,iBia, r)),
r-0

QkAcf>, a) = lim inf fi(¿)~ lr~kcf>iBia, r)).
r-0

The common value, 6 icf>, a), when it exists, is called the k-dimensional density

of  (/j at  a.

3.2.2. Theorem (Gauss-Green).    Let E C R"  be a set of finite perimeter.

Then, for zu £C™iR", A"_1R"),

(i)   fE (dcoix), e,) dLnx = fß(E) (w (x), *tz (E, x)) dH"~lx.
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(ii)   H"-1[ßiE)] = sup\fEidü/ix),eI)dLnx; Hl^ <1 \.

(iii)   For H"-1 -a.e.  x  in  R"\ßiE), d"~AH"-l\ßiE),x) = 0, and, either

6"iL   IE. x) = 0 or 6"iL   I R"\e, x) = 0.
tz ' n '

Conclusion (ii) may be reformulated—and this reformulation is what is actually

used—in the following way:

(ii)'   Hn-l[ßiE)iainf\P;\fE doix),el   ¿Ln*| < P H^ for all «uj.

For the complete statement of this theorem, see [3, p. 478].   A more classical

version is given in [4, p. 447].

3-3.   Fix  9 = \E; Ë Ç D, H"' Aß (E)] < «,¡ to be a collection of sets of finite

perimeter in  D.   Also denote by  J   the corresponding system of measures,  j =

\pE; pE = Hn~l\ß(E)\.   Let n' = n/(n~l).

3.3.1- Lemma.    Let  f; D—* D     he an ACL     homeomorphism.    Then
1 n l

L„ifA)a  fA\](x. f)\dLnx

for every compact set A  in  D.    Thus f is L  -absolutely continuous.

Proof.   See [11, §4].

3.3.2.   Lemma.   Suppose g., g™ £ LP'(D), such that   \\g . - g™ \\p  —' 0  on  D,

i= I,--- , k.    If p = l/px + l/p2 + ■■■ + l/pk < 1, q = 1/p,  then   \\g }g 2 ■ • • gfc-

«T«2-«TII,-0«">-

Proof.   Repeatedly apply the Holder inequality.

3.3-3-   Theorem.    Let f:D —• .0     be an ACL    homeomorphism.    Then there

exists fQ Ç 9,  MnA90) = 0, such that for E £ 9\90,

H"~AßifiE))]< Jß(E)\Ari_ldfix,*niE, x))\dH"~1x< oo.

Proof.   Let  /= if1,--- ,/"), and let  fm = (f^, •••,/*), m = 1, 2, • • • , be the

sequence of functions as given in 2.4.   After fixing an exhaustion   [DAT-,   °f  ^

by bounded subdomains, and tecalling 2.2(ii), we may assume that  /    —> / uni-

formly on  D, and that the pattial detivatives of /     approach the partial deriva-

tives of / in the   L" norm on   D.

Choose  x in  D such that  df ix) = idf'ix)/dx.) exists.   Let  A..(x) be the

determinant of the   (tz-I)x(tz-I) matrix obtained by deleting the zth row and

the/'th column from  df (x).   The induced mapping  An_xdf(x): A       ,#" ~* /\n_ ,#"

is then given by the  n x n matrix whose elements are   A .. (x).   Similarly define

AmAx), and form   A      , df   (x).
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Since dfix) exists   L -a.e., by 2.2(iii) there exists  9xç9,  M   ,(9 A = 0,

such that fot  pE £ 9\9 x,  ß (F) O {x: An_xdf(x) exists!   is  fig-full in  D.

By 3-3-2,  ||A .. - A™.\\   ,   approaches zero on   D.   Thus for

A(*)

!Stl

£(A;.(x)-A-(x))

7 = 1

||A    ||   ,   approaches zero on  D.   By 2.2(iv), there is a subsequence, again denoted

by  Am, and a subsystem  92 of  9,  M   ,(9A = 0, such that  fA     dpE —► 0 for

pE £9\92.

Whenever df (x) exists, the inequality

(1) \/\n_xdfix,a)-An_xdfJx,a)\<Amix)

is easily verified for   a an   (tz - 1 )-vector,  |a|<l.   For  E £ 9, the   (z7"~   ,tz-1)

rectifiability of  ßiE) guarantees the  H"~  -measurability of the real valued

function

*-* \f\n-xdfix, * niE, A)-An_xdfjx,* niE, x))\

defined on  ßiE).   Thus, for  pE £ f\i9. U 9A, for every positive integer  ttz,

(2) fD\An_idfix, * niE, x))- An_xdfmix, * niE, x))\dpEx

is well defined, and, according to (1) above, approaches zero as   ttz —» co.   Thus

pE £ j\(j . U 9 A implies

j\r\n_ldf(x, * n(E, x))\dpEx < rx>.

For every  pp £ J , and every positive integer  ttz,

fE((dojofm)ix)]ix,fm),e¡)dLnx

=   ^(E)^0/mHx),An_^/mU,*  niE,x)))dpEx,

whenever tu £ C™iR",  A"~   Rn), since both sides equal  /„ (g dcoix), e\ dL x

by the Gauss-Green Theorem.

From 3-3.2, ||/ ( ,/)-/( , /   )||,   approaches zero on  D.   Using this, and

equation (2) above, along with the uniform convergence of  /     to / on  D, we

observe that equation (3) holds with  /     replaced by  / whenever  pE £ J\\9 ,U 9 A.

Thus, by the L  -absolute continuity of  /,

Jf(E)(da)(y),eI)dLny=   J^ <(oj of) (x), Aw_j dfix, *  niE, x))) dp£x

for  to £C~iR",,A"-1R"), pE £9\i9xU92).

(3)
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This equation yields the inequality

^f/(E)(d(o(y),eI)dLny^ < ML/D|A„_ ^/(*, *  «(£. *))| Jftg*,

which, according to (ii)    of 3-2.2, means that

H"~l[ßifiE))]< fD\An_xdfix,*  n(E,x))\dpEx <oo

for pE £9\i9xU 9Q).

Letting  J q = J i Ci j 2 then completes the proof.

4.   An integral transformation formula.   We again take  f:D —' D   to be an

ACL    homeomorphism and impose the additional requirement that  /~     also be

ACL  .   Using the   L  -a.e. differentiability of / and  /~     (see 2.5.2), along with

3-3-1, we conclude that  0 < \j ix, f)\ < °o  L  -a.e.   Since   / (x, /) must be positive

L -a.e., or negative   L   -a.e.  (by an argument involving topological index), we

assume the former with no loss of generality. S   remains as given in 3.3, and

again, tz   = n/in - 1).

The additional requirement on  / will enable us to show that for   M   ,-a.e.11 77

pE £f,  H"~   [ß ifiE))\fißiE))] = 0.     From this, we obtain a transformation

formula relating the integral of the nonnegative Botel function  p over  ß (/(F))

to the integral of  p ° /   over  ßiE).

First, a technical lemma.

4.1. Lemma. Suppose f : D —- D' is an ACL homeomorphism. Let E £9,

and let x £ ßiE) be such that f is differentiable at x, 0 < fix, f) < cw. Define

the vector nAE, x) to be such that *zz,(F, x) = f\ _ dfix, *niE, x)). Then for

s £ R"  such that  x + s £ D,

(fix + s) -fix), nfiE, x)> = /Or, f)(n(E, x), s) + o(\s\).

Proof.   By hypothesis, df (x) = (df '(x)/dx .) exists.   Let   B.(x) denote the

cofactor of  d(Ax)/dx..   (Thus   B..(x) = (- 1 )'+'A . .(x), whete  A..(x) is as in

3-3-3.)   From the definition of  n.(E, x), this vector has   2",B ■ (x)n (F, x). as

the zth cootdinate.

Fot   l<j,k<n,   2"  ,B-Ax)df'ix)/dx,  = 8., fix, /).

After some rearranging,

77 |    77

(4)       (fix+ s)-fix), nfiE, x)> = £tz(F, x). j £ ß.. (x) [f\x + s) - f Ax)] '.

7 = 1 (z'=I

Let   s = is     • . . , s   ).   Since   / is differentiable at   x,
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fiix+s)-f'ix)= Y.J- ^)sk + oi\s\).

Then, again after some rearranging, the right side of (A) can be written as

Y, «(£. x).\s.j(x, /)+ X o(\s\)B Ax)i

7=1 ( 7=1 " )

77 77

= ](x, f)(n(E, x), s) + £ n(E, x). £ o(\s\)B {j (x).

7=1 7=1

The conclusion of the lemma now follows.

4.2. We interpret this lemma geometrically in the following way.   Consider

tz(F, x) as emanating from x, and call the hypetplane passing through x which is

orthogonal to n (E, x) the hyperplane determined by tz (F, x).   This hyperplane is

the translate by x of the  (tz - l)-space of *tz (F, x).   We may consider the comple-

ment of this hyperplane as consisting of a positive side and a negative side, the

positive side being those vectors  y  such that (y - x, tz (E, x)) > 0.

Similarly, consider tz,(E, x) as emanating from fix).   The hyperplane deter-

mined by this vector is the translate by fix) of the  (tz - l)-space of

/\n_ldfix, *niE, x)).

For s /= 0, write (f(x + s) - f(s), nAE, x))  as

»'"[("-''ïï)^^]'

which, according to the lemma, we can do.

Suppose now that 0 < a < 1  is given.   Then for  \s\  sufficiently small,

|(l//(x, /))o(|s|)/|s|| < a/2.   If, in addition, we restrict s  so that   |(tj(F, x),

s/|s|)| > a, then, since }(x, f) > 0, the sign of (f(x + s) - f(x), nAE, x)) must

agree with the sign of (niE, x), s/|s|).   Thus, for such restricted values of s, if

y = x + s  lies on the positive (negative) side of the hyperplane determined by

niE, x), then fiy) lies on the positive (negative) side of the hyperplane deter-

mined by nAE, x).

4.3. Suppose  u: D —» R    is locally integrable.   Then x in D is a Lebesgue

point of  zz  if  [LniB ix, r))]~ 1 ¡r .    f)\u (x) - u iy)\ dL^y —> 0 as  r —» 0.   For such

a function  zz,   L  -a.e.  x  is a Lebesgue point.

A.A. Let g = /"   .   We define  N,QD by specifying that x £ N,   if and only if

(i) 0</(x, /)< oo,

(ii) x is a Lebesgue point of   / ( , /), fix) is a Lebesgue point of  / ( , g),

(iii) / is differentiable at x, g is differentiable at fix).
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Define  N   C D' in a similar manner, so that f(Nf) = N  .   Then 2.5.2,   4.3,
8 — IS

and the   L  -absolute continuity of / and g   imply   Ln(D\Nf) = Ln(D'\N  ) = 0.

4.5.  Theorem.   Let f:D —• D   be an ACL    homeomorphism such that g =

f-1   is also ACL , and  I ix, /) > 0 for L  -a.e.  x.    Let E £ 9, and let x £ /8(F)
' n ft

O H..   Then, with n.(E, x) as defined in 4.1, nf(E, x)/\nf(E, x)\   is the exterior

unit normal to /(F) at f(x).

Proof.   Along with some preliminary notions   we first give an overview, and

then divide the proof into nine steps.

First, note that  0 < / (x, /) < 00 guarantees that n,(E, x) j¿ 0.   Let

B+(/(*), t) = Bifix), t) n \y; (y - fix), nf(E, x)) > Oj,

BAfix),t)= Bifix), t)n\y;  (y - fix), nf (F, x))  < 0}.

To prove the theorem, we show the existence of a sequence  lcj°^.   of positive

numbers, and two associated sequences of sets  iu_(;')S°lj, {Û. + (/)J~     such that

(i) li - °>

(Ü) fid + if)) Ç B+(/(x), i.),        /((3-(/)) Ç Bjf(x), t.),

Ln[fiQ-if))nfiE)]    j Ln[f((A+(f))nf(E)]     ,
(in) hm-=—,        lim

7—0 nin)t" 2 ,-=<. ci(n)tn 2'

We also note that for any sequence  íí!"^.,   of positive numbers such that

lim.   ^ t. = 0, there is a subsequence such that the above three conditions hold.

This is sufficient to prove the theorem.   The proof is symmetric in that each

half of (iii) can be proved in the same manner.   Thus we prove only the half

involving U   (j).

Suppose now that H is a closed hemisphere of radius r. For convenience,

temporarily,take H to be centered at the origin, containing re . For 0 < a < 1,

let

H+a = \x;0 ¿x £ H,   (x/\x\, e  ) >a\,

(5)
Ha = \x; 0 ¿- x £ H,   (x/\x\,en) <- a\.

We may assert the existence of a sequence   ia-i/)!""^   of positive numbers,

a(f) ~>t 0, such that

LnKU)       LJ»"*U)>X_       1

Ln[Ha.A      Ln[HaU)]~        7 + l
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Furthermore, this sequence can be chosen independent of the radius  r of  H.    Fix

such a sequence.

These notions still make sense when  H is centered at  x, has radius  r, and

contains  x + rn(E, x).   Take this to be the case, and write  H (j), H   (j), instead

of  H    .     H   ....   (Later, such hemispheres will be defined in nested pairs, H

denoting the outer one, h the inner one.)

Let  R a max |g(y) - x|,   r = min |g iy) - x\, for   \y — fix)\ - t.  Since  x was

chosen in  N ., it follows that

(i)   lim     n(i?/r) = \dfix)\/lidfix)) (denote this quantity by  Djix)),

(ii)   Iim£_0(R/i)- \dgifix))\,

(iii)   límt^0Xt/r) = \df(x)\.

Using the notation of 4.2, for every  /' there exists  z5. > 0  such that, for

0 < |s| < 8.,   |(l//(x, /))o(|s|)/|s|| < a(/)/2.   {S }°11  is now a fixed sequence.

Since  lim     AR/i)  exists, define  \t .1°° ,   such that  t. —» 0, and for every   /',   0 <
Z—*0 7  7—1 7 J    i'

R. < 8..   Thus, if y = x + s e B(x, R .), then  0 < |s| <§..

Also, observe that for any sequence  [l,J.  j  of positive numbers such that

t. —> 0, there is a subsequence with the above property.

Define the following sets for  / = 1, 2, • • • .

K(/) = g(B(/(*), c)),

K1/) = K(/) niy; (y - x, n(E, x)) <0\,

H~(j) = |y;  \y - x\ < R .,   (y - x, n(E, x))  < 0],

h~(j)= \y;  |y - x| < r.,   {y - x, n(E, x)) < 0\,

A~(j)=H~ij) n iy; (iy - x)/\y - x\,n{E, x)) < - a(j)},

a~(j) = A~(j) n h~(j),

<S"(/')= A-(/)nK I;).

For each of the sets having   "   "   as a superscript, define also its counterpart

having   "+"  as a superscript.   Thus, A+(j) = HAj) O \y; ((y _ x)/\y _ x|, tz(F,x))

> a(j)\.

Note that; by letting  y = x + s  in the definition of A  (/), in the terminology

of 4.2 we have restricted y to lie away from the hyperplane determined by

niE, x).   Precisely, y  lies on the negative side of this hyperplane inside an

TZ-cone which has  x  as vertex, x - zz(E, x)  as axis.

We may now conclude that

(i)   by definition of  aij),

Ln[a-ij)]/Ln[hAj)] = Ln[AAj)]/Ln[H-(j)] > 1 - l/ij + 1),
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(ii)   from the definition of   t.,

y £ (î+(j) - fiy) e B+(/(x), t.),       y £ 8'(j) - f iy) £ BAfix), t.).

The remainder of the proof is divided into nine steps.

Step 1.   0 < lim inf LjK~(/)]/'lJR*(j)] < lim sup Ln[K~(j)]/Ln[}i*(j)] < °°.

Proof.   0 < DL(x) < oo.

Srep 2.   lim Ln[A"(/) n F]/Ln[//"(;')] = 1.

Proof.   Ln[A-"j) nE]/Ln[H~lj)] + l/ij + 1) > £„[//"(;) O F]/Ln[//_(/')].

Since  tz (F, x) is the extetiot unit normal to  E at  x, this implies

lim inf Ln[A~ij) n Fj/Ljtfl/)] > 1.

5/ep 3.   lim LJ(T(/)]/lJK~(/)] = 1.
Proof.   For a given  /, this ratio is smallest when as much as possible of

K  (;') lies in  (W  (;')\Â   (;')).   Thus, for every   /',

LJ(T(7)] Ln[(T(/)] Ln[a~ij)]

LßiAj)]  *  LjWlyîV"(y)] + Ljff"(;)] "   Ln[H-(;)\A-(;)] + Ln[fl-(;)] '

This last quantity apptoaches 1.   Thus,

lim inf Ln[Q-ij)]/Ln[K-ij)]>l.

Step A.   lim Ln[Q~(j) n F]/Ln[â"(;')] = 1.

Proof.

Lßr(j)nE]     Ln[Q-(j)nE]    Ln[H~(j)]    Ln[K"(/')]

S    Ln[Q-(f)] Ln[HAj)]       '  Ln[hAi)]     Ln[Q~ij)]  '

Since the second summand approaches zero by steps two and three,

lim inf Ln[Q~ij) n E]/Ln[8~ij)] > 1.

Observe that, using the same arguments, each step above has a mirror con-

elusion in tetms of "   " superscripted sets and   E.

Define the sets

H/) = g(B_(/(x), z.)),       i\j) = g(B+(/(x), fy)).

4.5.1.   Lemma.   Let \C \ denote any one of the following four sequences of

sets: {H (/)}, \<Tif)\, \Q~i])nE\,\rij)\.
Then,

Ln[f(C.)]/Ln[C.] _* /(x, /)    as  ; _ oo.
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Proof.    C. C B (x, R ) for every   /'.   Suppose there exists   c > 0 (depending on

the sequence) such that   L^CA/lJ.B (x, R .)] > c for every  ;'.   Then,

/(*./) ——   L   Vfix, f)-]iy, f)]dLny

SB<X.R,\H*> »-!<*'»\dLny,
- cL  [B(x, R.)]   j B(.x,R )

7ZL 7 I

and this last quantity apptoaches zero as   j —> oo, since  x was chosen in  N,.

So to complete the proof of the lemma, we need only show that the ratios

L [C.]/L [B(x, R .)] ate bounded away from zero. This is easily verified for

each sequence.

Again, note that thete are mirror conclusions concerning the last three

sequences of sets given in the lemma.

Step 5. .limLjr(;')]/LnÖ+(;)] = l.

Proof.   From the preceding lemma, V2Ù (n)t"/Ln[í~(j)] —> / (x, /).   Using the

symmetry of the argument, lAi^lin)t"/L  [Í (j)] —> J (x, /).

Step 6.    lim Lnm~(j)]/Ln[i'ij)] -*1.

Proof.   (T(;)Ç. !"(;), so  L„lK"(y)l/LÄÖ"(/)] < LjK'ijWLjâ'ij)].
Thus, by step three, the limit superior of the ratio in question is no greater

than one.   By the mirror conclusion to step three, lim L [H (/)\u (/')]/L [H (/')] =0,

which implies, using step one, that   lim L   [K  (;')\(î+(/)]/L   [K  (;')] = 0.   Since

LjKAj)] i      Lr,[K+(7)\(S+(7)]\-l
>   1 +

LßAj)]       \        LJAiAj)]     J

it then follows that   lim inf Lßi~(j)]/Lß~(j)] > 1.

Step 7.   lim LßT(j)]/Lß. (;)] = Vi.

Proof.    Ln[K(j)] = Ln0+(/)] + LßAj)].   By Steps  5 and 6, Lj}i(j)VLfl~(j)]
—> 2.   The conclusion now follows by Seep 3.

Step 8.   lim Ln[f(Q'ij)) n fiE)]/Ln[fiQ~ij))] = 1.

Proof.   Divide both numerator and denominator by   L  [Ci  (/) n El.   Then use

Step 4, and 4.5.1.

Step 9.   lim Lj/((Ii/)) n /(F)]Al (W)/^ = ^ .

Proof.   Divide both numerator and denominator by   L  [/(u   (/'))].   Then use

Steps 7 and 8, and 4.5.1.

4.5.2.   Corollary.   With the hypotheses of the theorem,

( ißiE) n Nf) = ßif iE)) n Ng.
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Proof.   The argument in the proof of the theorem was a local one, not using

the fact that  H"~   [ßiE)] < oo.   Thus, to prove the corollary, apply the theorem

twice, using  /(zV.) = N  .

A.6.   In the following two lemmas, let /: D —> D   satisfy the conditions

stipulated in 4.5.

4.6.1. Lemma.   There exists a sequence \D !°1,   of pairwise disjoint  L   -

measurable sets such that

» N,=ur=1D7,
(ii)   f\D ., the restriction of f to D ., is a Lipschitz mapping.

Proof.   See [3, p. 217].

4.6.2. Lemma.   Let p: D  —> R     be a nonnegative Borel function.    Then for

every  E  in J, and every  H"~   -measurable subset A   in ßiE),

fAnNfip o/)W|A._,rf/U. * niE, x))\dH"-'x - ff{AnNf)P(y)dH"-A,

in the sense that both are finite and equality holds, or both are infinite.

Proof.   Let A    denote the  ÍH"~   , n — l) rectifiable set  ADD., and let
7 1

f. = A | D ..   The proof consists of applying Corollary 3.2.20 in [3] to every /., so

we first formulate the statement of that corollary in our terminology.

The multiplicity function  N (f., z), the number of /.-preimages of z, is identi-

cally one since  / is a homeomorphism.   For  x  in A ., the differentiablity of / at

x  implies that  apd(f)(x)  is the same as  df(x)\in- l)-space of   *tz (F, x).   This

in turn means that  ap/      A ix) = |A      ,dfix, *niE, x))\.   The corollary cited

above then states that, for every  ;',

¡A   (p o /)(x)|An_^/(x,  * niE, x))\dH"~lx = f       )Piy)dH"-ly.

The conclusion of the lemma is now immediate, since  A . C\ A . is empty for i -/ j.

4.7.   We now enlarge the exceptional system  JQ  determined in 3.3.3, to

include those sets  E  for which pEÍD\N ) = Hn~1[ßiE) n Íd\n .)] > 0.   Since

LniD\Nf) = 0, by 2.2 (iii) it is still the case that  M^0) = 0.

4.7.1.  Theorem.   Let f:D —> D    be an  ACL     homeomorphism such that

g = f~l   is also ACL  , and ] ix, /) > 0   for L   -a.e.   x  in D.    Let p: R" —» R1

be a nonnegative Borel function.    Then there exists /. Cj,  M   ,(i Q) = 0, such

that for E £9\90,

f        (po/)(x)|A„_,¿/(x,* niE, x))\dH"-1x=   j piy)dH"-]y.
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Prool.   Take  J _   as specified above, and temporarily set  p = 1.   From 4.5.2,

/(/3(E) n Nf) = ßifiE)) n/V  .   By 4.6.2, with A  as /3(F),

H"-AßifiE))nN  ]=   f      JA        ¿/(x,* «(E, x))!*/""1*,

since  F e j\j ..

Recalling 3.3.3, we conclude that  H"- '[ß (/(F)) n /V  ] = H"_ H/SÍ/ÍF))]  for

F e J \j       The theorem now follows from 4.6.2.

4.7.2.   Remark.   From the previous theorem, H"~ 1[/3(/(F))\/(/3 (E))] = 0  for

F e 3>\5>0.   Suppose we also knew that  H"~ l[fiß (E))\/3 (/(F))] = 0  for such  E.

Then, since /(/V .) = N   , we could conclude that for A H"~   -measurable in  /3(E),

H"-1[/U n N,)] = 0.   Since  W"_ 1[/1\n/] = 0 for E e iP\?0, 4.6.2 would then

yield the following stronger statement:   For every  H"~   -measurable set A   in

/3(F),  E £9\9Q,

fAipof)ix)\/\n_xdfix,* niE, x))\dH"-Xx= f        piy)dHn
ly.

1(A) r

In §6, the definition of surface will be such that the combination of the

quasiconformality of / and conclusion (iii) of the Gauss-Gteen Theorem enables

this to be verified for  M   ,  -almost all surfaces.   This, in turn, will give this
77 °

stronger version over such surfaces.

5. Angle distortion under quasiconformal mappings. We assume now that

f:D —> D is an ACL homeomotphism of bounded distortion, or, what is the

same thing accotding to 2.5.2, that / is quasiconformal.

The definitions as given below of a topological cone  C , and its inner angle

measure A (C  ), appear in Angles and Quasiconformal Mappings In Space by

Agard'tll.

5.1. Definition.   By a regular cone  C, having central angle  ß,  0 < ß < rt/2,

vertex the origin, is meant the graph of the equation  x    = \x, + • • • + x   _ .cot ß.

By  a  regular  solid  cone  is  meant  the graph  of the  equation   x    >

\x, + • • • + x  _ . cot ß.  y„   will always denote the positive x  -tay.

5.2. Definition. A topological (solid) cone C , having vertex at x £ R", is

the image of a regular (solid) cone C under a homeomorphism h of a neighbor-

hood of the origin, h iC) = C , h (0) = x. The measure A of the inner angle of

the topological cone  C    is

AiC*) = lim inf 2 sin" ! i\hxia) - hxib)\/i\hxia) - x\ + \bx(b) - x\ )),

where  a £ C,   b £ yQ, a, b —» 0.
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-*
5.3. For every topolgical cone   C    there is a corresponding solid cone which

C    "encloses."

Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 in the above mentioned article by Agard guarantee that

if  C has central angle   ß, and  h     is an isometry, then  A (C  ) = ß.   The following

lemma as well is essentially contained in this article, although the conclusion,

outside the range of discussion, is not.

5.4. Lemma.    Let  C    be a topological cone with vertex at x,  A (C  ) > 0.

Let C     be the corresponding solid cone.   Then 6 "(L   \C , x) > 0, where  Q "  is
s " ° n '    s '

the upper density defined in 3.2.1.

Proof.   First, obsetve that if the theorem is true, then  dn(L   | Y, x) cannot
77

be zero for any   Y C R"  containing   C  .

Since   AiC  ) > 0, there exists a neighborhood   N     of the origin and a positive

integer p such that, for  a, b £ N Q,  a £ C, b £ yQ,

(6) \hxib) - hx(a)\/(\hx(b) -x\ + \hx(a) -x\)> 1/2/z.

Choose  r > 0  small enough so that  h~     (B (x, r)) C N..   h  (yA is a curve

issuing from  x, and thus intersects   S (x, r/2) in a first point  h  (c), c £ y .   We

may assume that  hx(c) = x + re /2.    For  0 < ' < r/2, we now estimate the cross-

sectional   in - l)-area  git) of   C    that lies within the hypetplane   P   =

iy, yn=x    + te   \, and also within   B (x, r).

For each such   t, there exists   b £ y    n N     such that  h  ib) £ P   C\ B ix, r/2).

Let

77 = min Jr/2, distance within   P   from  h  ib) to  C*\,

so that for i = 1 ,•••,«- 1, h JA) + ne . £ B ix, r). If 77 = r/2, then 77 > t/p. If

r¡ / r/2, choose a £ C such that the above distance is given by \h ib)-h ia)\.

Then by (6) above,

\hx(b) - hx(a)\ > (l/2p)[\hx(b) -x\+ \hx(a) - x\] > t/p.

Hence, g(t)>Q(n- l)tn-1/pn*1, so that

ÎÎ(tz - 1)
Ln[C*nB(x, r)]>   r/2g(t)dt>AAL-

J 0 -   n2npn-
—  r
1

This in turn means   6 "(L    \C , x) > 0.
n '    s

5.5. Lemma. Let f:D —> D be quasiconformal, and let C be a topological

cone having vertex at x in D, A (C ) > 0. Then f (C ) is a topological cone with

vertex at f (x)  in D', and A (f(C*)) > 0.

Proof.   See [l, §3.2].
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6.   Definition of surface, main theorems.   We now give our definition of sur-

face, and for f : D — D    quasiconformal, consider the action of  / on a system

of surfaces.

6.1. Definition.   We say that  o CD  is a surface if

(i)   o = âE,   E L -measurable in  D,

(ii)   H"~l[dE] < oc,

(iii)   dE has the cone property at every point; that is, for every   x £ dE,

there  exist  topological cones   C  (E, x) and   C  (E, x) with vertex at  x, each

having positive inner angle, such that the solid cone corresponding to   C  (F, x)

lies within   F, and the solid cone corresponding to  C  (E, x) lies within  D\E.

Requirements (ii) and   (iii)   are independent.   If  dE is a surface in  D, then

E has finite perimeter.   Moreover, the combination of 3.2.2(iii) and 5.4 implies

H"~l[dE\ß(E)] = 0.

6.2. Let   2 denote a system of surfaces in  D,   2 = \dE\.   Also denote by   2

the corresponding system of measures, 2 = \H"~   \dE\.   We may simultaneously

consider the system  f = J (2), as in 3.3.   There is an obvious one-one corre-

spondence between  J   and   2, so, given   J „ C J , let   2Q C 2 denote the corre-

sponding subsystem.   As befóte, let  tz   = n/in - 1 ).

6.3- Theorem. Let f:D —>D be quasiconformal, and let 2 be a system

of surfaces in D. Then there exists S. C 2, M ,i2A = 0, such that for dE £

¿\2n, fidE) = dfiE) is a surface.

Proof.   By 5.5, requirements (i) and (iii) are easily verified for every image

/(dE).   To show the existence of   2Q Ç S such that  tf"-1[/d(E)] < oo for  dE £

^   0' we use 3.3-3, and let   2Q correspond to the subsystem  9Q determined

there.   The conclusion of the theotem then follows easily, since   M   A9Q) = 0

implies  MnA2Q) = 0, and H"~ l[fidE)\ß (/(E))] = 0 for dE £ £\2* by 5.5, 5.4,

and 3.2.2(iii).

6.4.  Theorem.    Let j : D —* D    be quasiconformal, and let  2  be a system of

surfaces in  D.   Then there exists   2Q C 2, M   A2Q) = 0, such that for dE £

S\¿0, p: D   —•   R     a nonnegative Bore I function,

íA(p°f)iA\An_ldfix,* niE, x))\dH"-1x=  ff(A)Piy)dH"-iy

whenever A C <9E  is H"~l-measurable.

Proof.   We again simultaneously consider the system  9 = 9 i/2), take   9    C 9

as given in 4.7, and let   2Q be the corresponding subsystem.
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Since  H"~1[fißiE))\ßifiE))] = 0 for  dE £ S\SQ, the imptoved version of

4.6 given in 4.7.2 is now valid.   The conclusion of the present theorem is then

immediate, because   Hn-r[dE\ßiE)] and   H"~ Adf (E)\/(/3 (E))] are both zero for

dE £ 2\10.

6.5.   Suppose now that  f:D —< D    is K-quasiconformal, and  x is chosen in

D so that   \dfix)\"/K < ] (x, /).   (According to 2.5.1 this is the case for   L^-a.e.

x in D.)   Since  / (x, /)< |ri/(x)|" always holds, the K-quasiconformality of /

effectively yields the double inequality  / (x, / ) < \dfix)\" < KJ (x, / ).   Using the

notation of 3.1, this may be written as   / fix) < (/xf(x))" < K]JAx).

A similar relation holds for  /   _,/(x)-   It is always the case that  /  fix) <

(/„_,/(*))* .    K-quasiconformality of  / then yields the double inequality

] JM < (J n_ A (*))"'< Kl/(n-1] J „(f M).

6.6. Theorem.    Let f:D —• D     be K-quasiconformal, and let  2 be a system

of surfaces in D.   Let  2   denote the image system.    Then

MnA2)/K1/{"-1)<MnA2')<Kl/{"-l)MnA2).

Proof.   Suppose  p: R" — R1  is such that  p A (H"~l\f (dE)), dE e 2,   By

6.4, the nonnegative Borel function p": D —> R    given by  "p (x) = (p ° f)(x)j  _,/(x)

is such that  p" A (H"~   \dE), dE £ 2\S0.   Since   2Q  is exceptional,

MnA2)< fD[pix)]"' dLnx < KUi"~l) fD[ip o f)ix)]"'jix, f)dLnx

<K1/(7Z-1)    f     [{y)]n'dL

V

Thus  MnA2)<KW(n-l)MnA2'), since  p was arbitrary.

The inequality  M   ,{2') < K  /("_   'M   ,(S) is proved in a similar manner fol-

lowing the observation that  MnAfAdE); H"~l[fidE)] = <x>! = 0  (see [12, p. 6]).

6.7. As a final note, we give a result similar to 6.A, which would perhaps be

useful in application.   In this case, the surfaces involved are the level sets of a

certain real valued function.   We first state two pertinent results due to Ziemer.

For the first, see [15], along with [16]; for the second, see [17] fot the general

result.

6.7.1.  Theorem.   Suppose  u: D —< Rl  is ACL  .    Then for  L   -a.e.  s,   u~ris)

is of finite perimeter, and, if A CD  is  L   -measurable,

(7) fA\Vuix)\dLnix) = f~xH"-Aus-lis)n A]dLxs.

6.7.2.  Theorem.   Suppose f:D—>D'  is an ACL     homeomorphism, and
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u: D -> R1   is ACL  .   Then  v = u °/_1   is ACL.,
n ' I

For such a function  u, let  F (s) = [x; zz (x) > s\.

6.8.   Theorem.   Suppose f: D —> D    is an ACL   -homeomorphism, and u:

D —> R     is  ACL  .    Then for L,-a.e.  s,
n ' 1

f ipof)(x)\An_1df(x, *  niEis),x))\a
J u~l(s)nA

77-L

/, f(u~1(s)r\A)
piy)dH"-1y,

whenever p: D' —> R     is a nonnegative Borel function, and A C zz     is)  is H"

measurable.   (Equality is taken here in the general sense.)

Proof.   Recalling 2.5.2, we proceed as in 4.6.1, 4.6.2, and write   D = DQ u

U °-i ® i where  ¡\ D . is a Lipschitz mapping, / is diffetentiable at each

x £ (j°° x D .,  D.nD.= 0,  i/ j, and   LjD^ = 0.   We then obsetve that it is

sufficient to show that for  s  outside some   L.-null set  S,  H"~   [u~   is) n Dn] = 0

implies   Hn-1[f(u-1(s)riD0)] = 0.

This is easily shown.   Since   L  (D Q) = 0, (7) above implies   H"~   [u~   is) n

DA = 0 for  s  outside  S     L AS A = 0.   Using 6,7.2 and the  L^-absolute contin-

uity of /, an application of 6.7.1 with  u replaced by   v yields   H"~   [f iu~   is)Ci

DQ)] = H"-l[v-Hs) n f(D0)] = 0 fot  s outside   S2,   L JS 2) = 0.   Letting  5 =

S. U S2 then completes the proof.
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